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Using Visual C++ 6Que, 1998
Using Visual C++ 6 provides a thorough tour of the essential features of Visual C++ 6 with plenty of hands-on programming examples. It's a good guide for any beginning or intermediate C++ programmer who wants to get a handle on Microsoft Foundation Classes (MFC) and the new Visual C++.
 The order of material in Using Visual C++...
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ATL Internals: Working with ATL 8 (2nd Edition) (The Addison-Wesley Object Technology Series)Addison Wesley, 2006
The Classic Guide to ATL–Now Updated for ATL 8 and Visual Studio 2005

 

Four leading Windows programming experts systematically reveal ATL’s inner workings, explaining not just how ATL works, but why it works the way...
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Pro .NET 2.0 Graphics Programming (Expert's Voice in .NET)Apress, 2005

	The release of the .NET Framework has changed the programming landscape for Microsoft

	application developers. Graphics programming has been affected as much as any other area.

	Whereas the Windows Graphical Device Interface (GDI) was once used to draw to a device, the

	.NET Framework now gives us GDI+.





	GDI+ consists...
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Developing Windows Error Messages: Error Messages that CommunicateO'Reilly, 1998

	
		Although the computer industry has made enormous advances in the last 25 years, the development of error messages has somehow been left behind. Error messages themselves have only progressed from reporting errors as numerical codes to popping up rather simple text messages. The vast majority of the error messages that are currently...
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Java in 60 Minutes A DayJohn Wiley & Sons, 2003
Get up and running with Java in no time using this innovative virtual classroom approach!
Do you know how to harness the exciting power of object-oriented programming? Focusing on the Java 2 Platform, Standard Edition (J2SE™), this revolutionary book and companion online presentation take you through 19 one-hour lessons that teach you how...
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Windows Forms 2.0 Programming (2nd Edition) (Microsoft .Net Development Series)Addison Wesley, 2006
Windows Forms 2.0 Programming is the successor to the highly praised Windows Forms Programming in C#. This edition has been significantly updated to amalgamate the sheer mass of new and improved support that is encompassed by Windows Forms 2.0, the .NET Framework 2.0, and Visual Studio 2005. This is the...
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Sams Teach Yourself Visual C++.NET in 21 Days (2nd Edition)Sams Publishing, 2001
Sams Teach Yourself Visual C++.NET in 21 Days, 2nd Edition is a time-saving guide walking you through Visual C++ tools and wizards for building applications and places VC++ in the context of the new Visual Studio.NET environment. This book emphasizes using Visual C++ tools and wizards to generate code. Code examples are augmented with C++ language...
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Programming Visual C++Microsoft Press, 1998
Microsoft(r) Visual C++ 6.0 is the latest version of the industry-standard programming language for professionals. And PROGRAMMING MICROSOFT VISUAL C++, Fifth Edition, is the newest edition of the book that's become the industry-standard text. Newly expanded and updated, it offers the same detailed, comprehensive coverage that's consistently made...
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Developing ASP Components (2nd Edition)O'Reilly, 2001

	Aimed at more experienced VB or C++ developers, Developing ASP Components, Second Edition gives plenty of advanced advice for creating and using COM-based components, which are a must for serious scalability and performance on the Microsoft Web platform.


	This book excels at showing the inner workings and issues involved in...
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C# and the .Net Framework: The C++ PerspectiveSams Publishing, 2001
This book covers topics ranging from the general principles of .NET through the C# language and how its used in ASP.NET and Windows Forms. Written by programmers for programmers, the content of the book is intended to get readers over the hump of the .NET learning curve and provide solid practical knowledge that will make developers productive from...
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Sams Teach Yourself Visual C++ 6 in 21 Days, Professional Reference EditionSams Publishing, 1998
For the majority of C++ programmers, the pace and style of David Chapman's Teach Yourself Visual C++ 6 in 21 Days will make a good deal of sense. The author covers all the essentials of basic Windows and Microsoft Foundation Classes (MFC) development, and then addresses several new features in Visual C++ 6, all while moving quickly enough...
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Programming Microsoft   Windows  CE, Second Edition (Pro-Developer )Microsoft Press, 2001
I've been working with Windows CE for almost as long as it's been in existence. A Windows programmer for many years, I'm amazed by the number of different, typically quite small, systems to which I can apply my Windows programming experience. These Windows CE systems run the gamut from PC-like mini-laptops to embedded devices buried deep in some...
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